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SEA has no safety net for Cafferty concert
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer

Walsh said, "If we went to
A sellout would be approximately
the door with 1,000 tickets sold I'd be
2,500 tickets sold, Kroot said, and SEA
happy." He added that usually many
will need a sellout to break even.
The failure of UMO ,:.oneerts in the
tickets are sold in the last few days before
ed to call in and vote for the band they
past has forced Student Entertainment
a concert. If this concert is not a success,
would most like to see. The Alarm and
and Activities to finance this week's conand SEA fails to break even, Kroot said
Modern English twin bill received the
cert, estimated to cost $23,000, without
it would be even more difficult to find
most votes. These bands also placed first
the aid of a promoter.
promoters who would provide financing
in a write-in survey placed in The Daily
for SEA conMaine CamCraig Kroot, concert co-chairman,
Kroot
certs.
pus earlier this
said, "Because of difficulties in comsaid, "Student
semester. The
munications and with losing money, no
government
write-in
one wants to come up here."
might limit
survey was
John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown
our funding if
irrelevant,
Band, and the Stompers will perform 8
they see that
Walsh said,
p.m. Saturday in the Memorial Gym.
the concerts
because it was
SEA did work through a talent agent,
aren't doing
printed too
Pretty Polly Productions from
well."
late to inMassachusetts, to contact the bands, set
"If this confluence the
up a contract, and "make sure things go
cert goes over
group
smoothly the day of the show," Kroot
well, maybe
selection.
said, but the company has not helped
they'll come
The Alarm
financially.
back," Walsh
was unavailCy Cumin, singer for the Fivt, at their fall
said. SEA has
able
and
The fee for John Cafferty is $12,000.
1984 concert in the Field House, one of SEA's UMO
already gone
was
The Stompers, a Massachusetts band,
before student last successful shows.(Campus photo)
outbid
by
will receive $3,000. Production costs,
another
sound, lights and staging, will be more,. government
with its budget request for next year.
university for Modern English, root
than $6,000.
Walsh said it is larger than this year's
said.
SEA President Steven Walsh said
budget!`They have to give us more
"We tried to go with the top five, but
SEA's total working budget for this year
money if they want the students to take
things fell through — either they cost too
is $50,00Q. As of 10 a.m. Tuesday mornpart" in the concerts, Walsh said.
much, they had stopped touring, or we
ing, between 500 and 600 tickets had
In an SEA telephone survey taken
were outbid," he said.
been sold for the concert.
earlier this semester, students were askJohn Cafferty came in sixth in the

survey and was available on the scheduled concert date. If SEA hadn't chosen
this band, Kroot said, "We wouldn't
have had time to do another show, so we
wouldn't have had one this year."
At the last big concert at UMO,
General Public on April 26, 1985, SEA
lost $1,000. It was estimated that the
concert promoters, Steve Fox and Gurdon Horner, lost as much as $10,000.
The cost of the concert was $22,000, the
band received $15,000.
Although 1,300 tickets were sold for
that concert, less than 600 were sold on
campus.
The George Carlin concert in May of
1984 also lost money for SEA. Carlin
was paid $17,500, but ticket revenues
were only $9,796. SEA had to borrow
$11,204 from the lnterdormitory Board
to cover the loss.
The Fixx concert, which took place
Sept. 14, 1984, also cost SEA $1,000 out
of its contribution of $2,500. Promoters
Horner and Fox lost $2,000.
Referring to the John Cafferty concert, Kroot said, "We're hoping to break
even. It only takes 18 percent of the campus to buy tickets to make it (happen)."
Kroot said SEA is currently working
on the possibility of an October concert
in the Maine Center for the Arts.

Senate says student survey results are in
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
Results from last month's student
survey have been tabulated and will be
announced during next week's senate

of the Student Survey Committee at the
General Student Senate meeting
Wednesday night.
Christopher Boothby, president of the
senate, said the survey committee was
established last year during the Paul

Conway and Jon Sorenson administration. He intends to preserve the committee because it is one way that students
can express their wishes.
"It's a definite effort to evaluate
students' needs and opinions so we can
serve the students better," Boothby
said.
He failed to outline the survey's
results, saying that he has not reviewed
it yet.
"I've set up an appointment to meet
with Goodness later this week,"
Boot hby said.
Currently, the committee is composed of 10 members. Boothby said any student who is interested in joining any of
the boards and committees of the stu-

dent government should contact him or
Scott Sutton, legislative assistant, at the
student government office in the
Memorial Union.
On other matters, Kathy Boulet,
chairwoman for the Legislative Liaison
Committee, announced that the
phonathon, to contact parents of UMO
students encouraging them to write letters to their legislatures in support for
the -$15 million funding package to the
UMaine system, was a success.
The phonathon was held Wednesday,
March 26 and Thursday, March 27 at
Wells Commons. Boulet said more than
30 committee members and organiza(see SENATE page 2)

Computer malfunction
delays registration
by Donna Trask
Staff Writer

Senate president Chris Boothhy swears in a new senator, Craig Welsh
of York Hall, at Wednesda) night's meeting of the General Student Senate.
(Keenan photo)

•

Course registration for Fall 1986
began on a sour note Monday
morning when the univerisity's online registration system "crashed"
twice before it was repaired at
10:45 a.m.
Merton Nickerson, operations
manager for the Computing
Center, said during preparations
tor on-line registration at UMO,
there were concerns about how
much of a load the system could
handle.
"('hanges in some of the programs were made to reduce the impact of 200 people using it at
once," Nickerson said. "We

tested the system with the changes
for a few weeks and everything
went fine.
"Monday morning it ran into a
bug or two and the system crashed. We brought it up, but it crashed again."
The earlier adjustments caused
the malfunction, Nickerson said.
"Some of those changes were
taken off, and the system came
back. Since then it's been very
stable."
Because on-line registration is
being used campus-wide for the
first time, registration week has
been spread out to allow time to
correct any problems. As a result,
the two "crashes" did not create
Isee CRASH page 3)
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*Senate

(continued from page 1)

lions who volunteered their services to
the event had called about 300 parents.
The phonathon was held ip cooperation- with the Alumni Association, which
provided the telephones.
Currently, there are eight members in
the committee. Boulet said that each
member is responsible to speak with
three committees of student government
to supervise the letter writing campaign
to the legislatures from UMO students.
The committee had considered having
students sign a petition that would be
mailed to the legislature. Another option
was to distribute form letters for
students to sign, and then mail them to
the representatives.
These options were rejected for a

"more individual approach," Boulet
said.
"We feel that individual letters from
students to the legislatures would be
more effective than a form-letter.
"We suggest that students send their
letters about funding for the university
to their hometown legislators. I'm from
Lewiston, so I would send my letter to
the legislator from there," she said.
Boulet said the Maine Legislature will
make its decision presently. And the
committee urges students to write their
legislators soon.
The Liaison Committee is scheduled
to meet every Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
1912 Room of the Memorial Union.
Boulet said this week's meeting will be

canceled because of the Student Government Banquet, which is scheduled at 5
p.m. in Stewart Commons on the same
day.
Boothby announced Bingo Night,
scheduled on Sunday, April 27 at the
York Commons. Proceeds from the
event will benefit the Ronald McDonald
House in Bangor.
The Bingo Night is sponsored by
students enrolled in a class on leadership. Boothby said he was contacted by
Robert Kreppein, a member of the class,
to announce the scheduled event.
"The nice thing about this is that no
one is forcing them to do it," Boothby
said.
They are just six people who are do-

FUNNIES
BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

ing something nice tor somebody else.
The Ronald McDonald House didn't ask
them to get involved with this."
In other matters, the student senate installed Craig Welsh as York Hall senator.
Boothby said that Welsh had approached him for the post. Welsh had
been involved with the Dormitor
Government Board.

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this
page.
And when it's 90% curable. With the best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.
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Porn law would not affect Fogler Library

!Ise.
ask

by Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer

'intor.
aphad

The Maine Legislature rejected a proposed statewide anti-obscenity law Monday, giving Maine voters the right to
decide the issue in a referendum on the
November ballot. Proponents and opponents of the bill spoke recently at a
legislative committee hearing in
Augusta, each concerned with the constitutional right to effect changes in state
law.
"From now until November, we can
debate the wisdom of this proposal, but
not the legality or the constitutionality," Jasper Wyman, executive director
of the Christian Civic League, said in an
interview Wednesday. Wyman initiated
a petition drive that gathered 48,000
signatures, enough to force a referendum
on the issue.
"We hope with this bit) to outlaw the
selling and promotion of the most hardcore, violent manifestations of por-

or'

1•11.
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*Crash
a problem for students, Nickerson said.
Five hundred students had registered by
11:50 a.m. Monday, and by 4 p.m., 1455
registrations had been processed.
••••1!.

Associate Registrar Anton Mayer said
his office received many phone calls concerning the problem Monday morning
from department secretaries, but he had
not heard of any problems with students
registering.
Alida Coates, administrative secretary
in the Political Science department, said
she collected registration sheets from
students who were signed up to register

nography," Wyman said. "It is a
modest goal, one which I think is shared
by the people of Maine."
The bill is modeled after the 1973 U.S.
Supreme Court decision Miller vs.
California and the city of Portland's
anti-obscenity ordinance. It states that
any material is obscene if it lacks
"serious literary, artistic, political or
scientific value" and if the average person applying contemporary community
standards finds it appealing mainly to
morbid sexual interests.
An opponent of the bill who spoke at
the hearing, Lewiston Attorney James
Burke, said censorship of this sort
should not be allowed.
"It is a stupid law because it is unclear
(in its definition of) what is obscenity," Burke said.
"You cannot trust anyone making
judgments concerning the personal,
emotional issue of sex."
Personal judgment of offensiveness

cannot be legally binding, Wyman said,
but all laws are subject to such judgment. "The objective definition of
obscenity will fall under the subjective
decisions of individuals, as in the case
with law enforcement and OUI or
speeding."
When faced with the possibility of advising clients of their rights under the
law, Burke said, "You run a risk if you
publish anything about sex. Faced with
that risk, many will avoid it. The law has
an incredibly chilling effect on the free
expression of ideas."
A line must be drawn somewhere,
Wyman said. "We must be careful where
we draw it in order to protect free expression — mere possession does not constitute a violation of the law."
"I assume the law would have little effect on our library policy," said Sam
Garwood, assistant university librarian
UMO.
"MN,
y...

i!

(continued from page 1)

Monday morning, and "punched them
in" later that day.
"There were no big complaints from
the students. This is the first time we've
all gone through this, and I think it's a
good system," she said.
Nickerson said the feeling around
campus is that people are very happy
with on-line registration.

p.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Barbara Smith, assistant director of
the Portland Public Library, said since
libraries are not excluded from the law,
borderline cases in selecting potentially
controversial books may arise.
"We would continue to follow the
policies of the library, as we do now. We
would not change our selection policy.
We certainly do not support the statewide law," Smith said.
According to Wyman, the law states
that "six or more_articles of obscenity
is presumed to be possession with the intention to sell, distribute or wholesale
promote."
MEIN.....'"\r".1.1•0"
.
-AM.

In.

an•"NNW' "'I`MEW...•••in
-Ann In ...MS

SENIOR WEEK
SCHEDULE
Monda Apr. 14 Pub Nile at the Damn
Yankee 8:00-12:00
Tuesday Apr. 15

A "crash" could happen again, but the
chances are remote, Nickerson said. "It's
very difficult to guarantee something like
this won't happen again. There is always
the chance of hardware failure."

•
•

m ..11.1M." "II MEM." ".•\11M..." "II MEP."'W

"The general view of most librarians
is to automatically resist any attempt to
restrict any publication-,"- Carwood
said. "But personally, I think the free
rein of pornography is much more
damaging to society than the antiobscenity proposal."

Class Meeting 7:00
p.m. 101 Neville
Holiday Health and
Racquet Club

r4

Wednesday Apr. 16

1. WILL YOU BE A JUNIOR OR SENIOR IN COLLEGE AS OF SEPTEMBER 1986?
2. ARE
YOU
MAJORING
IN
BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, RETAILING,
OR RELATED FIELD?

Faculty Wine &
Cheese Party
Movie Nite

Thursday Apr. 17

Pub-Crawling

3. ARE YOU A MAINE RESIDENT?
4. DO YOU HAVE AN ACCUMULATED GRADE
POINT AVERAGE OF 2.5 OR BETTER?

Saturday Apr. 19

Happy Hour at the
Bounty 2:30-6:30

5. ARE YOU A FULL TIME STUDENT ENROLLED
AT AN INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING
MAKING PROGRESS TOWARDS A DEGREE9

Sunday Apr. 20

Senior Escape at
tile Samoset

ANSWER YES TO FIVE QUESTIONS; QUALIFY
FOR A $1000 SCHOLARSHIP.

THE BANGOR MALL IS AWARDING
FOUR
$1000
SCHOLARSHIPS
THROUGH THE JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL/BANGOR MALL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

The following items are required:
* Completed application form, available at
the Bangor Mall information booth
* Official transcript of grodes
Itr Two letters of recommendation from school
officials, teacher, employer, or others not
related
* Statement of expectations, plans, and goals
for the future

ENTRY DEADLINE IS MAY 1
Full information is available at the Bangor
Mall Information Booth.

Pd

Yianni's, Pat's, Oronoka,
Barstan's, Margaritas

i
"1/-.1.111111111.."

APPLICATIONS
for Editor of

The Daily Maine Campus
are available now at
the JBR Office
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GSS starts letter drive to back UMaine funding
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate is sponsoring a letter drive encouraging students
to write their hometown legislators in
support of the proposed $15 million
UMaine supplemental budget.
About $8.5 million of the budget
package is targeted for UMO. Kathy
Boulet, chairwoman of the GSS
Legislative Liaison Committee, said the
committee is emphasizing writing to
legislators who are on the Taxation or

Appropriations and Financial Affairs
committees.
One representative who is being
targeted is John A. Cashman, D-Old
Town, because he is on the Taxation
Committee. Cashman said he has been
receiving postcards sponsored by the
General Alumni Association supporting
the $15 million proposal. He also received about two dozen letters, but said he
thought most of them were from alumni.
"I don't need to be lobbied because 1
already support the bill," Cashman
said.

Reps. John Bott, R-Orono, and
Stephen Bost, D-Orono, have not been
targeted, Boulet said, because they have
bbth already shown strong support for
the supplemental budget.
Bost and Bott both said they have not
received an excess of letters.
Boulet said there has been an increasing push by the Maine Cooperative Extension, General Alumni Association
and Maine businesses to get constituents
to write their legislators.
The GSS started promoting its letterwriting campaign on March 31. It started
by notifying student organization leaders
and asking them to promote the
campaign.

Students are being asked to support
the $15 million allotment, not whether
they support the elements of the tax
package proposed to raise the needed
revenues.
The tax package includes a 2 percent
tax increase on lodging; elimination of
tax exemptions on out-of-state, long
distance telephone calls and on vehicles
used in interstate commerce; and stepping up tax enforcement, closing some tax
loopholes, and reducing energy expenses.
Boulet said the GSS will not take a
position on the tax bill until the Taxation Committee comes up with a firm
proposal.

If legislature approves
UMO will revert to UM
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer

The
Bill Kirchner
Nonet
Friday, April
11, 1986

8:00 p.m.

Hot Jazz from this acclaimed
nine-member ensemble!
Student Rush — 112 price tickets 112 hour before performance

HAUCK AUDITORIUM
University of Maine at Orono
Tickets: 581-1755

Students graduating in May could be
the last to graduate from UMO — if the
university name change bill is approved.
Members of the Education Committee
voted unanimously to support a bill
changing the name of UMO to the
University of Maine Wednesday.
The name for the system of seven
schools will be changed from the University of Maine to the University of Maine
System.
Rep. Stephen Bost, D-Orono, said the
bill should appear on the house calendar for an initial vote Thursday or Friday. The bill will probably go to the
senate next week.
The bill is co-sponsored by Bost and
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono.
Since it is not an emergency bill, it
would take effect in 90 days.
This means that this year's graduates
will get diplomas from UMO while
future graduates would get diplomas
from the University of Maine.
Bost, a member of the Education
Committee, said he expected opposition
to the bill, but no one spoke against it
at the committee meeting Wednesday
morning.
Bott said, "The name change will be
a real moral booster for UMO that won't
effect the other campuses."
The committee gave the bill a new title and is submitting a new draft for vote.

The original package included alteration of campus mission statements —
guidelines that are traditionally set forth
by the UMaine board of trustees.
Bost offered an an amendment to
delete that segment of the bill. He said,
"1 felt it inappropriate to dictate
something that is traditionally the BOT's
job."
Since the segment was a "major sore
spot" in the bill the committee agreed to
its deletion, Bost said.
The committee also removed a provision that would have granted authority
to the trustees to rename the other camises, he said.
The committee also considered
following the Visiting Committee recommendation to change the university
system's name to the State University of
Maine, but voted against it, Bost said.

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES: Contact Captain Saurez, Air Force
ROTC 581-1381 for interviews.

It has come up twice before. The first
time Bott and former legislator Kenneth
P. Hayes, a UMO professor, were the only two committee members who favored
passage of the bill, and the second time
it never got out of committee.
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Bost said, "Although the name change
is an important measure, 1 want to make
certain it does not overshadow discussion of the far more important issue of
the $15 million budget package."
The budget is the most important task
of the legislature this session, he said.
BIBLE STUDY
"The Psalms"
G 30 7 30, Drummond Chapel

3

The Maine Christian Association
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Electrolysis
Can make your
unwanted hair
just a Memory. ,
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way to
remove it — and it works!
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Bott, a former member of the education committee, said the measure has
been a long time coming.

CHART YOUR FUTURE
Become an Air Force navigator.
The demand for navigators has never been greater.
And as technology develops, so will the role of the navigator. More technical skills will be required. Elaborate
navigation and electronic systems are being developed.
The navigators who operate these systems are carefully selected and trained. They must be able to do bat- •
tle at supersonic speeds and outwit a potential adversary. They must be able to pinpoint their location over
a vast ocean. They are part of a team rich in tradition
and standing on the threshold of an exciting future.
This is your opportunity to be a part of that future.
Talk to an Air Force recruiter. Find out more about
your opportunities as an Air Force navigator. The experience can change your life.
JUNIORS & SENIORS: Contact MSgt. Bill Kast. Call collect
(603)868-7266. Interviews will be held April 18. Call "Career Planning
and Placement" for an appointment.
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World/U.S. News
Khadafy says military action planned against
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — Libyan
leader Col. Moammar Khadafy said
Wednesday that plans for a military confrontation with the United States are
complete and that a U.S. attack would
trigger retaliation against American
targets around the world.
"So far we have not instructed such
actions, such attacks," Khadafy said
at his first news conference with Western
reporters since last month's clash between U.S. and Libyan forces in the
disputed Gulf of Sidra.

But he said that Libyan attacks would
begin in the event of "American aggression" against Libya, and would be carried out by the Arab National Command
Forces and the International Platform
against Imperialism and Zionism. He
did not further identify the
organizations.
Khadafy also said that the Soviet
Union would aid his North African
country if a U.S.-Libyan conflict
becomes widespread.
"America has become a crazy super-

Reagan says America needs
evidence to attack Libya
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan said Wednesday night that Libyan Leader Moammar Khadafy had
declared war on the United States and
this country is ready to respond when it
has sufficient evidence that Libya is
behind terrorist attacks on Americans.
Calling Khadafy "the mad dog of the
Middle East," Reagan said his administration is still gathering evidence
that might link the Libyan leader to fatal
bombings aboard a TWA airliner and in
a Western Berlin nightclub.
Asked at a nationally broadcast news
conference whether the United States is
"in a' state of war" with Khadafy,
Reagan responded: "He declared it. We
just haven't recognized the declaration
"et.

"We're going to defend outselves and
we are certainly going to take action in
the face of specific terrorist threats,"
Reagan added.
Earlier Wednesday, Reagan told
newspaper editors the United States is
"not going to just sit here and hold still"
amid mounting threats against
Americans. He said he suspects Khadafy
is behind surging terrorism.
Vice President George bush, talking to
sailors aboard the USS Enterprise in the
Gulf of Oman, had called the Libyan
strongman "a mad dog."
On prospects for a summit meeting
this year with Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev, the president virtually ruled
out June as the date. "It is just about out
now." he said.

power, threatening the world community," Khadafy told a news conference
at the heavily guarded bunker that serves
as his headquarters.
He laughed when asked about U.S.
news reports that Libya congratulated its
diplomats in East Germany for carrying
out last weekend's bombing of a West
Berlin nightclub, in which a U.S. soldier
and Turkish woman were killed. The
reports said U.S. intelligence services had
intercepted a coded congratulatory
message.
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Stillwater Village
Now Renting For September
Two 1-Bedrooms, Two 2-Bedrooms, and Two 3-Bedrooms left

Equipped With
Stove, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal,
Wall-to-Wall Carpeting, and Terrace or Balcony

rs

Heat and Hot Water Included
rents start at

Legend

:iation

$385 per month

g

Several apartments available with July or August rent free.

and

Somebody and
the Unknowns
Busses leave from Book Annex parking lot
at 2:30 p.m.
Tickets $43.00 per person
sign up with four people

866-2658

gaaoraorttor====a033=====.1=g
L & A Market
Mill Street_ Orono
866-2551
Coke Classic, Diet Coke

99C

2, liter

plus tax & dep.

Busch, Natural Light
12/12 oz. cans

Michelob & Michelob Light
12 12 oz. cans

Coors & Coors Light
12/12 oz. cans

Gallo Wine (all flavors)

41/

1.5 liter
,drAgraPAr.v- ir41.0
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s Business Manager
s and Editor of PRISM

SENIOR
ESCAPE
The Sam oset Resort,
Rockport
Sunday April 20

"If they (the Americans) have the letter, let us have it," Khadafy said.
President Reagan told a Washington
news conference Wednesday that
Khadafy was suspected of a role in the
nightclub bombing and the April 2 bombing of a TWA jetliner flying to Athens,
Greece, in which four Americans were
killed. Reagan said appropriate action
was being considered.
Khadafy said U.S. charges of Libyan involvemer_t in terrorism is "an old
story" that has not been proven.

ff4,Ar.ffAr.w.rAvarma.

$4.99
plus tax & dep.

$5.99
plus tax & dep.

$5.79
plus tax & dep.

$2.99
plux tax
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Editorial
Deadly toy

1:3

e.

lastic guns seem to be the wave of the
future because they have the same
capabilities are their metal counterparts, only lighter.
light-weight but they are difficult for the airline
safety devices to detect. They also offer terrorists a
new tool.
With hijacking and airport terrorism as prominent a problem as it is these days, the last thing
society needs is for terrorist to have access to guns
that airport security cannot easily find.
Some guns currently manufactured in the U.S.
are made up of heavy-duty plastic and metal, but
eventually they may be made totally of plastic.
Plastic guns are easier to produce than metal ones.
It is easy to picture a scenario where a perspective hijacker enters the rarely busy Bangor International Airport with his or her plastic gun.
The hijacker could walk through the metal detector with the gun on his or her person without setting off any alarms.
It is a bit riskier, but the hijacker would also
have the option of placing the weapon in his or
her carry-on bag and sending it through the X-ray
scanner.
Once on the plane, the terrorist would have the
means to force the crew to take him or her where
he or she wants by taking hostages and even killing
passengers.
The hijacker could be foiled, but is it worth the
risk?
loams64,Coarv440467111wiasitasS•

-JESSICA LOWELL

_

In order to keep people from taking plastic guns
on board planes the airlines would have to have a
plastic detector or would have to go back to the
old method of physically searching luggage and
passengers.
A plastic detector seems to be an unfeasible
alternative because objects from clothes and
jewelry to the luggage are often made of plastic.
There is also the problem that there are so many
different types of plastics, not to mention the fact
that this type of machine may not be possible to
construct.
The other possiblility is reverting to physical
searches which are time-consuming, embarrassing,
and how many people wou'd want to pat down an
AIDS patient, even with doctors saying it is not
communicated through casual contact?
A final option is the government could pass laws
requiring the guns to contain something that is
detectible. The problem with this is that someone
would find a way to remove the detectible part.
The plastic guns represent a new problem in
security that will be difficult at best to control.
A traveler'a safest bet is to buy a plane, wear a
parachute at all times and don't forget to bring
that plastic gun.
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I realize, of course, that this is not exactly a world-shaking issue in these
troubled times. Ron Reagan will not
hold a press conference and denounce
the Russians and Kaddafy; The Campus
won't be flooded with letters on the
subject.
But I can't help but be concerned.
Something has to be done. Someone has
to get Charlie Brown and the rest of the
Peanuts out of advertising. I mean,
they're just kids.
Somebody out there has to be exploiting the heck out of them. No question. They're forcing Charlie to eat
Cheerios; they're holding Snoopy's dog
dish ransom until he carries around a
briefcase and pretends he's from
Metropolitan Insurance.
•
The Peanuts gang can't be doing this
voluntarily.
Just think about it: Charlie wouldn't
be caught dead with a bowl of Cheerios.
What five-year-old would pass up pizza,
hamburgers or even Cap'n Crunch for
Cheerios?
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when writing

presents. With even more luck, you get
to go on a neat trip.
I give no odds on the length of the
union, that's not within my area of
expertise.
The alternative: you meet someone,
ead in
you fall in love and you want to spend
/oman the rest of your life with this certain soarried
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oward track records (and no, I'm not a
accor- homocidal maniac).
.
I guess it all comes down to this: I
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Please, don't care what Chrissies mother says;
and I refuse to be horrified by the fact
iative? that in my generation women outnumber
rriage. men seven to one. One of the most
significant things I have learned from
. Mar- college is that I'd like to live alone (and
cans ... not even with "a cat).
I think all this talk and rumor:h this, mongering is a part of an elaborate
either scheme by the wedding and housewares
le mar- industries to boost business. I will not
fall victim to such dastardly (vocabulary
itional builder) plans (yet).
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vant to are pleased that my sisters and I have no
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Since when are kids worried about insurance? Peppermint Patty would much
rather play baseball then to worry about
how much coverage she needs. Snoopy
would be too busy going after the Red
Baron instead of playing with insurance
papers.
The advertisers, with full assistance
from Charles Schulz, have removed the
character from the characters.
I guess I know why I'm so concerned. I grew up with Peanuts. I was around
(it makes me feel so old) when the
Christmas special was aired for the very
first time. I collected their books; 1 read
their strips. They were my friends. They
represent my youth. And now this: I've
grown up, and Charlie's into advertising.
Oh, I can understand why Peanuts are
so attractive to those exploitative,
money-grubbing advertisers. They're
cute, they have universal appeal, they're
popular. We've been around them for so
long. They're in our newspapers, in our
greeting cards, on our TV shows. We
trust them. Who better than the Peanuts
to sell insurance?
Well, it can't go on. We all have to do
something, for Charlie and his friends.
Don't eat Cheerios and stay away from
Metropolitan. Protest on the steps of
• Fogler. Build an ice "P" and watch it
melt to raise money for the cause. Peanut
fans: Unite!
John Strange is a senior journalism
major from Bedford, Mass.

The Maine I ampus welcomes letters to the editor
and commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or
less; commentaries should be about 450 words.
Anonymous letters or commentaries are
welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special
circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters
and commentaries for length.
taste and libel.

Dorm resident makes
courtesy suggestions
To the editor:
We write this letter as a request. There is, in the policies
and procedures manual put out
by residential life, a section that
deals with the noise level in the
dorms.
Specifically, there is a section
titled "consideration hours!'
Basically, the gist of this
paragraph is that all students,
regardless of what day of the
week it is or what time of the
day it is, must be considerate of
the rights of the other students
in the dorm. This is not to be
confused with quiet hours.
Consideration hours are to be
enforced at all times. It appears
that the majority of the
residents of Knox Hall have
decided to interpret this section
in their very own, unique way.
At best, many of the residents
of Knox would be described as
inconsiderate. At worst, they
would be described as children
who act as if they were in a
nursery school.
The amount of drinking and
loud stereos that is seen on the
weekends is approaching an
alarming level. Furthermore,
during the week, the noise levels
in the hallways and the alcoves
are such that people who want
to study must either go to the
library or ask those making
noise to quiet down.
Of course these people don't
quiet down, and, after the
fourth or fifth time, those who
are trying to study give up.
The level of dorm damage
witnessed at Knox this year is

approaching a record level. Ripping out phone receivers, dousing floors with water, breaking
change machines, playing
sports in the hall and stealing
memo pens are all things people do with their time, the time
they should be using to study.
Remember, this is college,
we're all paying to attend UMO.
And we all have a right to live
in the dorms without being harrased by loud stereos, drunken
residents or overall obnoxious
behavior.
So, at the request of those
students of Knox who are here
for an education, for those
students who wish to be able to
study in the lounges, alcoves or
their rooms without having to
constantly ask others to quiet
down, we ask all Knox residents
to think the next time they have
a party, the next time they
socialize in the alcoves or bring
stereos and televisions in the
alcoves and study lounges.
Think of of those students
whose rights you are infringing
upon. Think about the residential life policies you are breaking. Think about how you
would feel if you were to study
or sleep but couldn't because
others are being too loud.
There are five more weeks of
school left, it's not too late to
change. Let's make an effort to
be more considerate. And if someone asks you to quiet down,
don't swear at them. Try to
apolgizing and then shut up.
Name withheld by request

Fight apathy
attend
faculty, student reception
To the editor:
There has been much discussion on this campus concerning
apathy among the student body,
and many students feel the problem is visible in the faculty as
well.
On Wednesday, April 16,
both groups will have a chance
to prove the other wrong. The
class of 1986 will host a faculty
wine and cheese reception that
afternoon from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
in the Damn Yankee. All seniors
and faculty are invited.
Seniors, let your professors
know about this final farewell

party and encourage them and
other seniors to attend.
Faculty, urge your colleagues
and the senior members of your
classes to go.
The rumors about apathy
have gone far enough; we want
all of you to join us in saying
a last goodbye to those people
who have made your last four
(or five or six) years an
experience.

Senior Council
The Class of 1986

Workshop on racial
issue awareness
To the editor:
The Northern Maine Coalition on Undoing Racism will
hold a workshop, April 11 to 13,
facilitated by members of the
Peoples Institute for Survival
and Beyond.
The workshop is aimed at
creating a greater awareness of
racial issues and the negative effects of racism on all people.

Specific topics to be covered will
be decided upon by participants
at the beginning of the
workshop. Personal experience
and
involvement
are
encouraged.
For more information. Call
April at 866-4737.
April Caricchio
Lexington Drive
Orono

Reader suggests new twist to
recent GAA ice 'M' raffle
To the editor:
Hey Alumni Association, I've
got a great idea! You should try
your melting M raffle again but
with a small change. This time
make the M out of glass and
hook it up to a refrigeration
system so it will appear like ice
but it will never melt.

This way you can collect
money_ forever_AucL go on
treating UMO students the way
you and the rest of the administration have always treated
students — like a bunch of
check-writing imbeciles.
Chris Walter
Orono

Reader cites example
of sexism in column
To the editor:
On April 1, The Daily Maine
Campus proudly published an
article by Dawn Daigle on the
front page titled, "Council of
Colleges takes policy stands
purging sexism, recalling news
'coordination!"
As an active feminist, I was
pleased to read about this new
policy discouraging "sexist
language in 'all future university publications!'
Turning to the editorial page
of the same issue I was even
more pleased to read the
editorial by Dawn Daigle titled
"Non-sexist language,' especially in light of the recent faux-pas
made by the staff of this paper,
which published a photograph
of suggestively displayed
lingerie on Feb. 14.
I really thought the Campus
was trying to be more careful
about the situation.
Imagine my reation when
next I read Eric Wicklund's
piece on "Sequelism!' Actually,
the article is quite funny; after
the sexist first paragraph, which
irads:
"When someone produces a
successful book, movie or
television show, he usually sits
back and enjoys the results of
his hard work for a while. He
lives the high life..."
I will not go into how
alienating this is to women and
men with feminist perspectives.
I will, however suggest two simple alternatives to sexist
language.

When someone produces a
successful book, movie or
television show, s/he usually sits
back and enjoys the results of
her/his hard work for a while.
S/he lives the high life...
Or, when people produce a
.successful book, movie or
•1
television show, they usually sit
back and enjoy the results of
their hard work. They live the
high life...
While the first suggestion
may be cumbersome for some
to read and write, one cannot
avoid how cumbersome sexism
(and all its ugly consequences
— rape battered women,
misogyny, etc) is to we women
who must live with its reality
every day.
The second suggestion I
made is the better of the two, in
my opinion. First, because it
always takes more than one person to "produce a successful
book, movie or television
show."
Second, because, at least in
English, plural pronouns are
always gender neutral.
Third, because it is easier to
read and does not offend any
one on basis of sex.
My advice to all of you who
are offended by sexist language
is to call it to attention
whenever you are confronted
with it.
My advice to Eric Wicklund
is to be careful when you write
"The Flake Zone II': no matter
where you are. It might turn into a blizzard!
Kimberly J. Cook
Milo
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Gov. Brennan gets less than he wants
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) — One week
before the scheduled end of the 1986
legislative session, the Appropriations
-Committee on Wednesday unanimously endorsed $11.2 million in new state
spending, about $800,000 less than what
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan had proposed.
But the supplemental General Fund
budget excludes the $15 million that
Brennan has requested in a separate bill
for the University of Maine and addi-

tional millions that individual lawmakers
are seeking for their own bills.
The budget also lacks any means to
raise the money that will be needed to
finance it. The Taxation Committee is
separately reviewing the far-reaching collection of new and expanded taxes that
Brennan proposes for his programs.
And while the budget, which covers
the two-year cycle ending in June 1987,
had bipartisan support on the commit-

tee, leaders of the Republican minority
were not prepared to embrace the
Democratic governor's overall spending
plan.
The Legislature is scheduled to adjourn next Wednesday, although Brennan has said he plans to call lawmakers
back in special session in May or June
to deal exclusively with prison reform
and a $15-million oil-overcharge refunds.

Augusta kidnap-murder conviction upheld
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — The
Maine Supreme Court on Wednesday
upheld the murder conviction of Philip
Willoughby despite two errors in his
trial. The court said Superior Court
Justice Donald Alexander should have
allowed psychologist Brian Rines to
testify about a personality disorder that
caused Willoughby to exaggerate his participation in the kidnap-murder of Paula

Roberts, a 21-year-old convenience store
clerk whose body was found in Augusta
in January 1984.
The justices also agreed that Alexander should not have quashed a subpoena for former prosecutor Herbert
Bunker to testify about the reputation
for truthfulness of Willoughby's stepbrother David, the key witness against
him.

In its 6-0 decision, the court said both
errors were harmless and did not affect
the jury's conviction of the 23-year-old
Willoughby, now serving a life sentence.
David Willoughby, acquitted at an
earlier trial of murdering Miss Roberts,
was found dead of an apparent drug
overdose in his Augusta rooming house
last December.
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All you have to do is \tit our
atithorized Apple dealer*June 30th
and take adviintage brApples— -Student Break rebateprogam.
Buy an Apple" He, the most
popular computer in education,and
well send you a check for SR.
Buy an Apple 11c, a compact
version of the Apple Ile, and yotill
get back $75.
'Buy a'Macintosh'5121( the
. .
computer you dont have to study
immusimpt - to learn, and you'll get a
$175 check.
Or buy a Macintosh Plus, the
computer that gives more power to
students, and get a whopping
$200 rebate.
But first. you do have to do
Macintosh
one thing that you're probably pretty
good at by now.
512K
Ask your patents for the money
to buy the computer.

$175 rebate
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Home
for retarded is
home for neglect
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— The
superintendent of the Pinelariti
Center has stepped down follow- 4,
ing an investigation into the exposure death of a Pineland resident that uncovered "serious errors
in judgment" among employees of
the home for the retarded, state officials said Wednesday.
While the resignation of
Superintendent Joseph Ferri was
not recommended by the investigatory panel, it did urge that
one employee be fired and several
others be subject to disciplinary
actions including demotion, pay
cuts and suspensions without pay.
None of the other employees was
identified.
Kevin W. Concannon, commissioner of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, released the investigators'
report on the death of Richard
Clavette and announced Fern's
resignation at a news conference in
Augusta.
Ferri has worked at Pineland for
more than 20 years and will remain
on the staff to handle insurance
matters.
The five-member panel was
created by Concannon to investigate the death of the 43-yearold Clavette, a resident at Pineland
since December 1984, who
wandered from the center on Feb.
21. The report showed that
Clavette, a native of Madawaska,
had spent many years in state institutions, including a 13-year stay
at the Augusta Mental Health
Institute.
His body was found in the
woods by state game wardens two
days later, about a mile and a half
from the center. An autopsy revealed he had died of exposure later
during the day he disappeared.
"Throughout the search for Mr.
Clavette, inajot systems failures
and serious errors in judgment did
occur." the panel said. Last year, the attorney general's
office conducted a two-month investigation of the center alter the
Maine Association of Handicapped Persons questioned the handling of several cases of alleged
physical or S'exual •abuse of
residents. It said that although
reports of abuse should he
reported more often to criminal
prosecutors, the center manages its
cases well in general.
Concannon said he will serve as
acting superintendent until a fulltime successor to Ferri can be
hired.

Saving
babies is
our goal!
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NEWS BRIEFS

Man charged with
stealing 29,520
lightbulbs

restaurant in this tourist village
after he grabbed a fistful of votes
— 72.5 percent of those cast — to
defeat incumbent Charlotte Townsend and two other opponents.
Townsend conceded 90 minutes
after the polls closed tuesday night
in this town of 4,800.
The 55-year-old, gray-haired
superstar entered the race because
of anger at the city's "secondhand" treatment of the business
community, including its initial rejection of his plans to develop a
small property next to his
restaurant-bar. the Hog's Breath
Inn.

DETROIT (AP) — Federal
authorities have charged a suburban Detroit man with stealing
29,520 light bulbs that were destined for a U.S. Department of
Defense warehouse in California.
Gary Fishman, 28, of Southfield
was being held at the Milan
Federal Correctional Institute on a
charge of theft of an interstate
shipment, FBI Special Agent John
Anthony said Tuesday.
Authorities allege that Fishman,
who owns a truck brokerage in
Southfield, pretended to be
responsible for the shipment and
diverted it from Lynn, Mass., to
the Detroit area.
If convicted, Fishman could face
up to 10 years in prison and $5,000
in fines. No trial date has been set,
officials said.

David Crosby's back
in the hoosegotc
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Rock
star David Crosby's request to be
freed on bond pending appeal was
rejected Wednesday by the Texas
Court of Criminal appeals.
The appellate court said the plea

Newco Market

Main Street, Orono - 866-7710
One Stop Shopping

Anti-communist
pole sitter gets
probation

Slice, Diet Slices
Hires, Crush

CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA, Calif.
(AP) — Clint Eastwood, cast by
voters in the role of mayor-elect,
said Wednesday he was ready to
tangle with City Hall like his movie
character "Dirty Harry" and promised to "bring a little fun back
to Carmel."
Champagne flowed freely into
the wee hours at Eastwood's
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plus tax & dep.

Schweppes Mixers

DETROIT(AP) — A man who
got stuck up a flagpole he climbed to protest.the,Yugoslavian flag
and communism has been sentenced to six months probation and
told to keep both feet on the
ground.
District Judge Leon Jenkins on
Tuesday forbade Peter Ivcec from
climbing flagpoles, but said he
could distribute pamphlets.
The 38-year-old Chrysler worker
who lives in Windsor, Ontario, was
charged with disorderly conduct
after he climbed a 65-foot flagpole
at a Yugoslavian Ethnic Festival
here last summer.
I vcec, who escaped from
Yugoslavia in 1967, said several
friends and relatives have died
there fighting for freedom.

Eastwood's
supporters make
his dal'

for bond was moot because Crosby
— part of the trio Crosby, Stills
and Nash — is already in state
prison, where he is serving a fiveyear sentence for cocaine possession and a three-year sentence for
possession of a handgun in a
tavern.
While free on bond last year,
Crosby was arrested ater failing to
show up at a New Jersey hospital
where he was being treated for
drug addiction.

2/99°

1 liter

plus tax & dep.

Busch

$9.79

suit case (24/12 oz. cans)

plus tax & dep.

Busch

$4.89

12/12 oz. cans

plus tax & dep.

Portland Lager Is Here!
$5.19 6pk
plus tax & dep.

VCR Rentals
$6 weekdays
$10 weekends

Tapes
2 for $1 Mon, Tues, Wed
$2 Th-Sun

* Agency Liquor Store *
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GREEK NIGHT

SEA Concerts
Spring

At The Oronoka

BASH '86

I

************************

Thursday April 10th

8:00 pm in the "PIT"

9:00- 1:00

$7.w/UMO I.D. $9 non-students
Tickets on sale in the SEA office April 4
OR at the UMO Box Office Mem. Union April 7-11
OR at the door.

FEATURING

4(
4(

The Urge
$2 with letters
$3 without letters

John Cafferty and the i
I* Beaver Brown Band
and

4(
4(

Buses will be running from the
Union to the Oronoka beginning at
9:00.

tot

TZz
- e A_Stomjep-As-

;

4(
4(

April 12, UMO Memorial Gym

*4`It
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Illegal explosives factory Derailed chemic
al train
cause offatal fire
causes brief evacuation

SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— An
illegal explosives factory was the
principal cause of the explosion
and fire that demolished a blocksquare industrial complex and killed up to nine people, authorities
said Wednesday.
Arrest warrants are being sought
for three or more people in the
operation, said fire Chief Emmet
Condon.
The federal warrants sought
were for conspiracy, and additional
warrants could be issued for the
manufacture of explosives and
possibly murder in the Friday blast
at the $10 million Bay View Industrial Park, he said.
Its owner "had no idea this w.ps
an illegal operation" and had been
told it was a storage company,
Condon said.
"We have yet to determine the
cause of ignition," he said, but

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
OUR LIFE

,the heavy damage was due to the
explosives operation. Investigators
found high-explosive black powder
and a "charging table" used for
assembling explosives, he said.
U.S.
Attorney
Joseph
Russoniello said he met with
agents of the federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms on
Tuesday to discuss their search for
records of telephone calls by people in the suspected fireworks
operation.
District Attorney Arlo Smith
said his office may obtain search
warrants to check telephone
records and other material such as
shipping invoices.
Meanwhile, the search for more
human remains wound down
Wednesday. Fire investigators have
said they have the names of nine
people reported missing and
presumed killed in the fire.

•
American Hearttp
Association

COUNSELORS
Surnmer Emplosment

you are sensitive to the needs of the handicapped and your
background qualifies you for a counselor position, we can
offer you ten weeks of summer employment at our beautiful
30-acre Bancroft North site, located in a superb seacoast setting on Penobscot
Bay, Maine.
Individuals with such recreational skills as arts:crafts, sports/camping,
swimming/boating and those with course work in Special Education. Human
Services or similar studies are all welcome. Swimming and boating counselor
s
must have Advanced Life Saving certification.
Orientation begins at the Bancroft School in Haddonfield, NJ, on or about June
16th with housing pros ided during your stay. Then you are off to Maine.
Transportation. room, board and-safaiy are provided.
Bancroft participates in college co-op credit programs. Qualified applicants
should send resume or apply in person to the Human Resources Departme
nt,
Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5 PM.

The Bancroft School
Hopkins Lane, Haddonfield, NJ

08033
(609) 429-0010
Equal Opportunity Employer

One test where only
you know the score.

BOWIE, Md.(AP) — A freight train
carrying hazardous material derailed
Wednesday, prompting a brief evacuation of 150 nearby residents and forcing
thousands of Amtrak passengers to use
buses between
Baltimore and
Washington.
Fire officials said the tracks should be
cleared of the cars by Thursday morning rush hour. Amtrak spokesman Clifford Black in Washington said crews
hoped to have one of the three tracks
opened by 6 a.m.
Five hours after the derailment, Black
said as many as 12,000 passengers and
60 trains had been affected by the
shutdown.
The Washington-Baltimore route is
part of Amtrak's Northeast Corridor
service between Washington and Boston,
the nation's most popular and profitable
train route, and the derailment delayed

BONN, West Germany(AP) — West
Germany ordered two Libyan diplomats
out of the country Wednesday and said
it has "several indications" that Libya
-was behind the bombing that wrecked a
Berlin discotheque frequented by
American soldiers.
Chief government spokesman
Friedhelm Ost added, however, that the
expulsions were not "directly connected"
with the bomb attack early Saturday on
the La Belle nightclub that killed two
peoflo e and wounded 230. One of the
dead and 63 of the wounded were
Americans.
A Foreign Ministry spokesman said
outside pressure was not involved in the
expulsions. "We do not make such decisions to do anyone a favor," he said.
Ost told a news conference the two
diplomats had been under observation
for some time "for various activities not
in accordance with the norms of
diplomatic behavior."
He would not elaborate on his com-

••

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?

•

Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?

And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

Fire investigators evacuated the
residential area within 2,000 feet of the
derailment because six of the 15 derailed cars were tankers carrying hazardous
material.
Two tankers had ferric chloride, which
can irritate the skin and eyes upon contact, and four tankers were empty except
for residues of its previous cargo of
cyclohexanone, a flammable material,
DiStefano said.
Fire investigators feared liquid dripping from one tanker was a leak of ferric
chloride, but they later determined there
was no leak and the liquid was only condensation, DiStefano said.

ments and refused to say whether the Libyans would have been ordered out if the
bombing had not occurred.
Ost quoted Chancellor Helmut Kohl
as saying,"We will not tolerate activities
that endanger American citizens on German soil."
The government spokesman said there
were "indications but no concrete proof" that the Libyan Embassy in East
Berlin, capital of communist East Germany, was behind the bomb attack.
"Those indications come from a variety of sources, including both American
and German security sources," he
said.
On Tuesday, a West Berlin Interior
Ministry official confirmed a newspaper
report that Elamin Abdullah Elamin, a
47-year-old diplomat in the East Berlin
embassy, was suspected of directing the
attack.
U.S. officials, while welcoming the expulsions, said they would like to see more
anti-terrorist measures by the West Germans.

Attention Students
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:

No

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?

St. George's County Fire Department
spokesman Tony DiStefano said the train
cars were slowly being removed, with fire
units standing by.

LAUGHTER
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be a V.I.P.

BE A NEW STUDENTORIENTATION ASSI
STANT
THIS FALL AUG. 28-SEPT. I
Applications available at the Orientation Office
in the Memorial
Union, from your R.D. or Complex Office

If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.

II

•

West Germany expels
two Libyan diplomats

(Check One)

Yes

passengers between Baltimore and
Washington by as much as an hour,
Black said.

Application Deadline: Wednesday, April 16,1986 For
Additional Information: Call 581-1825
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Indiana Pacers coach feeling
heat after disappointing year
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Inwho had been involved in spirited condiana Pacers' chances for an NBA
tract negotiations, reported late and
playoff spot evaporated with losses in
overweight to training camp.
nine of their past 10 games, and Coach
Then, early in the season, Kellogg's
George Irvine, once again, is feeling the
knee
began giving him trouble, and by
heat.
mid-sea
son there were rumors — put to
"I don't think it's justified. But I take
rest by statements of confidence by
it," the second-year Pacer coach says
Pacer officials — that Irvine was on his
of the criticism from some fans and
way out.
media. "I understand it. It's not easy to
Until the recent slump, Indiana had
be patient."
played
near .500 ball over the second
The Pacers, the youngest team in the
half
of
the season and was making a
National Basketball Association for the
serious run for its first playoff apthird straight year,. are 26-54 after ending
pearance in five years and only its second
a nine-game losing streak with Tuesday
since
joining the NBA 10 years ago.
night's 111-104 victory at Washington.
But
then came the long losing streak,
The team finishes the season at
and in their final home game, last SaturPhiladelphia on Friday and at Atlanta
day, Irvine was greeted by chants of
on Saturday.
"Slick,
Slick, Slick" from some fans, a
"I'm not ashamed of the coaching job
referenc
e to former Pacer coach Bobby
we've done," said Irvine, who was
"Slick" Leonard. One fan held a sign
22-60 last season but suffered a big loss
reading "Draft a coach."
when a recurring knee ailment sidelined
"There's a certain amount of blame
leading scorer Clark Kellogg for most of
any coach receives," said Irvine.
the 1985-86 campaign.
"That's part of the job. "But I think
"The fact we've gotten better, the
coaches share in it, players share in it,
players have improved and we're commanagement shares in it."
petitive game in and game out says
something. I don't think anybody car:
Tisdale has raised his average to 14.5
doubt we've been competitive or TraVe— points a game, and Kellogg averaged
17.6
improved," said Irvine. "Obviously,
for the 19 games in which he played. The
we're disappointed with our wins and
key player tor the Pacers has been the
losses."
steadily improving 6-foot-11 Herb
The Pacers got off to a slow start
Williams, ,i-(laging nearly 20 points a
when top draft pick Wayman Tisdale,
game.

Braves' Mahler once again
off to good start
ATLANTA (AP) — Rick
Mahler, after going unscored upon
for the third time in three opening
day starts, can be expected to mow
down the Houston Astros Sunday
if history continues to be a guide.
Mahler, who blanked the Mon.treal Expos 6-0 with a five-hitter
Tuesday night, had impressive encores to his previous opening
shutouts.
After beating the San Diego
Padres 1-0 in 1982, he came back
with another shutout as the Braves

got off to a record-breaking 13-0
start that carried them to the National League West title.
Mahler next got the opening day
assignment last year, • working
seven scoreless innings as the
Braves stopped the Philadelphia
Phillies 6-0. He then won his next
six starts.
The 32-year-old righthander had
a feeling 1986 also would start well.
"I felt good driving to the park,
and I felt real good when I warm(see MAHLER page 12)
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A Mexicankl,staurant
Watering Hole

MA V.TERM 1986
May 12 - May 30
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Registration
April 17is the deadlinefor registration. Courses with
insufficient enrollment will be cancelled as of April 17.
Students may registerfor scheduled courses after April
18 if space is still available.
Registation will be on "Continuing Education Division" Matierials, which may be obtained at 122 Chadbourne Hall.

he exmore
t Ger1111•11

Tuition
Undergraduate-450.30 per credit hour
Graduate-'457.90 per credit hour
Payment of tuition and fees: May be paid at time of
registration or you may be billed and par prior to the
first class meeting.

Housing
Double room per week-448.25
Single room per week-457.00
Dining Halls will not be open during 14a.) Term. Meals
may be obtained at the Union

•-?•.‘

To register, call or i.:sit the C.ED.
office in 122 Chadbourne Hall,
phone 581-3142.
Classes are not scheduled to meet on Alernwial Day. May 26

DOWNSTAIRS
THURSDAY

Ladies Night
$2.00 16oz.Strawberry Margaritas

FRIDAY 3pm —•

Happy Hour.Free Nachos/504 Drafts

*— SATURDAY 8-10pm
$2.00 16oz. Margaritas

Arlo West Band
Fri., & Sat.
April 11 & 12

HELP!!
Seniors, please help us by completing the survey you
received from Cutler Health Center. Your experiences
and suggestions will help us improve our services for
those who follow you.
You CAN make a difference!

12
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•Mahler
ed up," he said. "I don't know
what it is about opening night.
Maybe pitchers are ahead of hitters. All I know is that it's worked
well for me."
Mahler, who struck out one and
walked two and frequently had the
xpos flailing at slow curves, threw
a "super game," said new Braves
Manager Chuck Tanner.
"He was pitching exactly how he
wanted to pitch. Not too many
guys have as good an idea about
pitching as Mahler," Tanner
said.
"When a pitcher pitches a game
like that against you, you sit back
and take your licking," said Ex-

teontinued from page 11)

pos Manager Buck Rodgers.
"Mahler had all of our hitters
oil' balance. Hubie (Brooks) and
Vance (Law) had some good
swings, but that's about all," he
said. Brooks and Mitch Webster
each had two hits and - Law the other one.

Vo

Mahler, 48-41 lifetime, faded
after last year's 7-0 start to finish
17-15 as the Braves slid to a 66-96
mark.

ai
by

He said that part of history
won't be repeated.
"Believe me, this team is going
to win. Last year is forgotten,"
Mahler said.

0C

NHL playoff scoreboard
Montreal Canadiens 3, Boston Bruins 1

LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING
SUMMER JOB??
The Bounty Taverny is now accepting
applications for part time waiters/waitresses.
Apply in person at the Bounty
today between 1-4 pm

N.Y. Rangers 6, Philadelphia Flyers 2
Washington Capitals 3, N.Y. Islanders I

500 Main St.
Bangor,Maine

The ,

At
Janu
tant
reaso
d
Etc
ser
disco

Hartford Whalers 3, Quebec Nordiques 2 (ot)
Toronto Maple Leafs 5, Chicago Black Hawks 3
St. Louis Blues 2, Minnesota North Stars I

VIP
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t

.11

Staff

Edmonton Oilers 7, Vancouver Canucks 3
Calgary Flames 5, Winnipeg Jets I

SOPHOMORES

The heat is on.
This summer may be

your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's
six-week Basic Camp now. See your Professor of Military Science for details. But
hurry. The time is short. The space is
limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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CALL 581-1125
*****************

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING
CORPS

OR VISIT ROOM 114
UMO FIELDHOUSE

Sev
dent .

